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a b s t r a c t
Higra — Hierarchical Graph Analysis is a C++/Python library for efficient sparse graph analysis with a
special focus on hierarchical methods capable of handling large amount of data. The main aspects of
hierarchical graph analysis addressed in Higra are the construction of hierarchical representations (ag-
glomerative clustering, mathematical morphology hierarchies, etc.), the analysis and processing of such
representations (filtering, clustering, characterization, etc.), and their assessment. Higra targets a large
audience, from students and practitioners wanting an accessible library for quickly experimenting, to
researchers developing new methods for hierarchical analysis of graph data. Higra is a generic toolbox
for graph analysis and can be utilized in a large variety of application fields like machine learning, data
science, pattern analysis and computer vision. Moreover, it contains an image analysis module easing
the handling of pixel grid graphs by providing efficient algorithms dedicated to this field.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance
Graphs are getting increasingly popular in machine learning,
data science, pattern analysis and computer vision, as they pro-
vide a natural representation for structured or network data.
Among graph analysis methods, hierarchical approaches try to
capture the structure of a graph at various scales in a consistent
manner by sequentially merging graph vertices into increasingly
larger clusters until a single cluster remains. Such methods have
proven to be useful in a wide variety of application fields in which
data can be modelled as graphs such as image analysis, commu-
nity detection, mesh analysis, philogenetic tree construction, and
so on.
∗ Corresponding author.
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Higra — Hierarchical Graph Analysis is a C++/Python library for
efficient sparse graph analysis with a special focus on hierarchical
methods. It aims at providing standard and state-of-the-art algo-
rithms for hierarchical graph analysis capable of handling large
amount of data (currently up to dozen of millions of vertices
on a classical desktop computer). It can handle both hierarchical
clustering and component trees, where each level of a hierarchy
represents a partial clustering of the space. Furthermore, the
design of Higra enables the user to easily switch between the dual
representations of hierarchical clustering: trees (dendrograms)
and saliency maps (ultrametric distances). Higra is a generic
toolbox for hierarchical graph representation construction, pro-
cessing and assessment: it is thus not focused toward a particular
application or domain and its fundamental functions can be used
in a variety of situations.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.softx.2019.100335
2352-7110/© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Higra provides a Python API to ease its usage and to benefit
from the synergies created by the large amount of scientific
libraries available in the Python ecosystem. This API is thought to
be useable by students and expert researchers willing to quickly
develop new applications, experiment new methods, or develop
proofs of concepts. Vectorized operations on hierarchical repre-
sentations enable writing various algorithms working on hierar-
chical representations efficiently in Python. It is also thought for
seamless integration with classical Python data analysis pipelines
such as Scikit-Learn and modern optimization framework such
as PyTorch and TensorFlow. The Python interface is backed-up
by a C++ module where core algorithms are implemented to
ensure high performances. The C++ module is also useable as a
standalone library since it does not have any dependency to the
Python runtime.
Graphs are a common representation for data and many li-
braries exist to analyse them. Regarding generic toolbox for graph
processing with a Python interface, the main publicly available li-
braries are graph-tool [1], NetworkX [2], and igraph [3]. While they
propose numerous algorithms for graph analysis, they offer little
or no support for hierarchical analysis. Among major Python data
analysis libraries, Scipy [4] has a module dedicated to hierarchical
clustering but it is limited to complete graphs. On the contrary,
Scikit-Learn [5] has a module dedicated to agglomerative clus-
tering which can handle sparse graph. While it enables creating
flat clustering, also called partitioning, from a sparse graph using
classical agglomerative clustering algorithms, hierarchies cannot
be easily manipulated by users. The library mlpack [6], which
is a C++ machine-learning library with Python bindings, also
provides some hierarchical methods for point classification. It also
possesses numerous algorithms using hierarchical representation
of metric spaces and focused around the problem of efficient
distance computation; these algorithms and the associated data
structures are however not exposed in the user API. Hierarchical
clustering methods have also become popular in image analysis
and several libraries implement algorithms dedicated to appli-
cation domains and, sometimes proposing Python bindings, like
Pink [7], Olena [8], Vigra [9], or the more specialized iamxt [10].
Up to our knowledge, Higra is thus the first C++/Python library
providing a large variety of algorithms dedicated to hierarchical
graph analysis and not targeting a particular application.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main
aspects of the library architecture and gives a summary of its
major functionalities. Section 3 provides two illustrative exam-
ples of the library on graph simplification and image filtering.
The computational performances of some standard agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithms are also assessed. Section 4
analyses the expected impact of the proposed library. Section 5
concludes the article.
2. Software description
In this section, we describe the structure of the library and the
major functionalities implemented.
2.1. Software architecture
Higra is composed of a core, header-only, C++ 14 module,
where performance critical data structures and algorithms are
implemented, and of a Python module exposing the C++ module
API and proposing higher level functions.
In Higra, graphs are analysed through their hierarchical rep-
resentations. The hierarchical representation of a graph corre-
sponds to a tree where each node is a cluster, also called a region,
of the input graph. The two main data structures of the library are
thus the graph class, implemented as an adjacency list, and the
tree class, implemented as a parent array [11].
These classes are lowly coupled to their associated data, ver-
tex and edge weights for graphs, and node weights for trees.
Those data are represented by multi-dimensional arrays using
the xtensor library [12] in C++ and Numpy [13] arrays in Python,
hence enabling their easy and efficient manipulation with stan-
dard array programming. This separation is achieved by imposing
that all the elements of a graph (vertices and edges) and all
the elements of a tree (nodes) are identified by integers indices
ranging from 0 to the number of elements minus one. Moreover,
in order to facilitate the exchange of data between a graph and
its hierarchical representation as a tree, we also impose that the
indices of the tree leaves are exactly the indices of the vertices of
the graph. In other words, an array representing vertex features
on the graph can be used as an array representing leaf node
features on the tree.
All dependencies of the core C++ module are header-only C++
library, thus ensuring that the library can be easily compiled and
extended on a large variety of systems. C++ functions and data
structures are mapped to Python types with Pybind11 [14]. Note
that xtensor arrays are mapped seamlessly to Numpy arrays.
The library is carefully tested with more than 98% (resp. 90%)
lines of codes of the C++ (resp. Python) module covered by unit
tests. Continuous integration is used to avoid regression issues on
major systems (Linux, Mac, and Windows).
2.2. Software functionalities
Higra contains a large amount of classical and recent algo-
rithms for the construction, the manipulation, and the analysis
of hierarchical graph representations:
• efficient methods and data structures to handle the dual
representations of hierarchical clustering: trees [15] (den-
drograms) and saliency maps [16] (ultrametric distances);
• hierarchical clusterings: quasi-flat zone hierarchy [17], hi-
erarchical watersheds [18,19], agglomerative clustering [20]
(single-linkage [11,21], average-linkage, complete-linkage,
exponential-linkage [22], Ward, or user-provided linkage
rule), constrained connectivity hierarchy [23];
• component trees: min and max trees [24,25];
• manipulate and explore hierarchies: simplification [26,
27], accumulators, cluster extraction, various attributes [28]
(size, volume, dynamics, perimeter, compactness, moments,
etc.), horizontal and non-horizontal cuts, alignment of hier-
archies [29];
• optimization on hierarchies: optimal cuts, energy hierar-
chies [30,31];
• algorithms on graphs: accumulators, vertices and clusters
dissimilarities, region adjacency graphs, minimum spanning
trees and forests, watershed cuts [32];
• assessment: supervised assessment of graph clusterings and
hierarchical clusterings [33,34];
• image toolbox: special methods for grid graphs, tree of
shapes [35], hierarchical clustering methods dedicated to
image analysis [36], optimization of Mumford–Shah en-
ergy [37].
3. Illustrative examples
This section presents illustrative examples of Higra usage and
performances. The first example demonstrates the use of hi-
erarchy simplification to improve clustering performances. The
second example shows how Higra can be used to perform image
filtering. Finally, the last example compares the performance of
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Higra agglomerative clustering algorithms to their Scikit-Learn
equivalent. These illustrations can be reproduced by downloading
the Python notebook.1
3.1. Hierarchical clustering simplification
Fig. 1 demonstrates the construction of a single-linkage hier-
archical clustering and its simplification by a cluster size crite-
rion [26]. One classical issue with the single-linkage clustering is
the presence of very small clusters branching very high in the
hierarchy. Such clusters are non-relevant and can be sent back to
the very bottom of the hierarchy. In the example, a hierarchy is
constructed in line 7 from a graph made of 3 clusters. One can see
that, in Higra, a hierarchy is indeed a tuple of 2 elements: a tree
and an array which associates an altitude with each node of the
tree (also called tree distance in the literature). A flat clustering
into three classes is extracted from the hierarchy on line 10.
The hierarchy is simplified on line 15: all clusters whose size is
smaller than 7 elements are removed. Finally, the dendrogram
of the simplified hierarchy is computed on line 16 and the new
3 class clustering is extracted on line 19. We can see that the
simplified hierarchy does not contain any small cluster anymore
and the corresponding flat clustering into 3 classes is greatly
improved.
3.2. Image filtering with a watershed hierarchy
The example in Fig. 2 demonstrates the use of hierarchical
clustering for image filtering [38]. The strategy followed here is
to first construct a watershed hierarchy by area [18,19] of the
gradient of the image represented as an edge-weighted graph.
The basic idea of the watershed segmentation [39] is to consider
an edge-weighted graph as a topographic surface and to associate
each catchment basin of this topographic surface with a cluster.
Intuitively, the watershed hierarchy by area is then obtained by
sequentially filtering the edge weights of the graph with area
closings [40] of increasing sizes and then computing the sequence
of watershed segmentations of these filtered edge weights. Then,
a flat clustering containing k clusters is extracted from the hierar-
chical representation. Finally, the colour, in the filtered image, of
each pixel contained in a cluster is replaced by the mean colour,
in the original image, of the pixels inside the cluster.
A 4-adjacency edge weighted graph is built from the gradient
of an image on lines 5 and 6. Then a watershed hierarchy by area
of the graph is constructed on line 9. The saliency map of the hi-
erarchy, which weights each edge of the graph by the ultrametric
distance between its extremities, is computed for illustrative pur-
pose on line 10 and is plotted in the 2D Khalimsky grid [41,42] on
line 12. This representation, sometimes called ultrametric contour
map [43], enables to visualize hierarchical clustering constructed
on a 4-adjacency graph as a contour image, where the strength of
a contour is (inversely) proportional to its brightness. Then, the
mean image colour inside each region of the hierarchy is com-
puted on line 16. The object of class HorizontalCutExplorer,
instantiated on line 19, eases the construction of horizontal-cuts
(flat clustering) of the given hierarchy. It is used to extract several
cuts containing different number of regions (line 19) and the
images corresponding to these cuts are reconstructed using the
mean image colour of their regions (line 20).
1 https://higra.readthedocs.io/en/latest/notebooks.html.
3.3. Performance comparison with Scikit-Learn
The performance of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithms of Higra and Scikit-Learn are compared in Fig. 3.
We generated sparse graphs of various sizes using a k-nearest
neighbours algorithm (with k = 10) on uniformly sampled points
in [0, 1]2. For each generated graph, we ran the single, complete,
average, and Ward linkage agglomerative clustering algorithms
from Higra (functions binary_partition_tree_X_linkage
where X is replaced by the name of the linkage rule) and Scikit-
Learn (functions linkage_tree for single, complete and average
linkage rules, and ward_tree for Ward linkage) 7 times and
we computed the mean and standard deviation runtime for each
graph size. We can see that Higra is constantly faster than Scikit-
learn by a factor comprised between 4 and 10 and the gap seems
to increase as the size of the graphs increases.
4. Impact
Up to our knowledge, Higra is the first library that gathers
so many algorithms for hierarchical graph analysis in one place.
As such, providing reference implementations of classical and
state-of-the-art algorithms will already provide great benefit by
favouring the spread of those methods among the community,
by easing reproducible research, and by helping the creation of
relevant comparisons between methods.
As Higra works on generic graphs and does not assume a
particular application, it can be used in a large variety of fields.
While its usage requires some knowledge on hierarchical repre-
sentations, it provides an easy-to-use Python interface which is
extensively documented. This can further help to spread the use
of the proposed approaches in the scientific community as well
as serving as a pedagogical tool for teachers.
While some algorithms still have to be written in C++ to
ensure high performances, we have found that the set of basic
operators provided in the library used in conjunction with the
vectorization of many operations on hierarchies indeed enables to
directly write many algorithms acting on hierarchies efficiently in
Python in a Numpy style. This enables to considerably simplify and
speed up the development of new methods compared to classical
C/C++ programming.
Higra is a new library, and as such, still has a limited base
of contributors and users. Some of its core functions have been
used for a long time in our research group and led to dozens
of publications [11,16,19,32,34,44–48] (among others) and the
usage of the library is spreading in new publications [26,49]. We
plan to incorporate all our future research works on hierarchical
graph representations in the library and we hope that Higra will
benefit from a large adoption from the community leading to
external users and contributors.
5. Conclusions
We presented Higra, a library for hierarchical sparse graph
analysis that contains many standard and state-of-the-art algo-
rithms in this field. Higra is made of a core C++ module and a
user friendly Python interface. Pre-compiled binaries of Higra are
available for Linux, Mac, and Windows 64 bits systems on the
Python Package Index - Pypi and can be installed with a simple
command: pip install higra.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical clustering simplification. From left to right: the input graph with the true vertex labels, the dendrogram of the single linkage hierarchy, the
horizontal cut composed of 3 clusters in the single linkage hierarchy, the dendrogram of the simplified single linkage hierarchy, and the horizontal cut composed of
3 clusters in the simplified single linkage hierarchy.
Fig. 2. Image simplification with a watershed hierarchy. From left to right: original image, gradient, saliency map of the watershed hierarchy by area of the gradient,
simplified image reconstructed from the hierarchy with respectively 25, 50, and 100 regions.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison between Higra and Scikit-Learn on single, complete, average, and Ward linkage agglomerative clustering.
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